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It is well known that every bounded sequence is limitable by some regular 
matrix. Our object is to define some classes of regular matrices such that 
every bounded sequence is limitable by some member of each class. We 
consider matrices and sequences of complex numbers and write I for the unit 
interval [0, 11. N for the set of natural numbers. 
For each (I E I, we denote by Q(a) the class of regular matrices A = (a,,) 
such that a,,,,, > 0 for all m, n E N and, in addition, for each m E N, there is 
11 E N such that a,,,,, = c( and also for each n E N, there is m E N such that 
a mn = u. The following results will be established Iirst. 
THEOREM 1. Let (s,) be any bounded sequence and lim sup s,, = U, 
lim inf s, = L. For euerq’ a E [0, i] and euery ,u E I. there is A E Q(a) 
limiting (s,} to the value ,ua + (1 - ,u)b, where a = aU + (1 - a)L, 
b=aL + (1 -cr)U. 
THEOREM 2. If a E I and {s,} is a bounded sequence which is limitable 
by a matrix A E Q(a), then 
a <A-lim s, < 6. 
where a, b are defined in Theorem 1. 
Remark. Theorem 2 generalizes a result of Goffman and Petersen [ 1, 
Lemma 11 which considers the special case a = 4. 
2 
Proof of Theorem 1. We have ,ua + (1 -,u)b = CL + (1 - c)U, where 
c = ,U + a - 2,ua E I. A null sequence (ek} can be found so that for every 
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k E N, L - .sk < sk < U + Ed and so we write sk = 1,(L - Ed) + ,u,JCJ + Ed). 
where A, > 0, puk > 0 and 1, + pk = 1 for each k. Writing ak = c - alk. Pk = 
1 -c-apk, we see that 1 -a>a,>Oand/I,= 1 -a-a,>O. 
Let ( pk}, {qk] be increasing sequences of integers such that pk # k, 
pk + qk. qk f k for each k E N and lim,, spl = L, lim,, sp, = U, Define 
A E Q(a) by akk = a, ak.p, = ak, akaq,, =fik, ak.n = 0, otherwise, k E N. Then 
T akns, = ad,(L - Ek) + a,u,(U + Ek) + a,L 
n=l 
+ Pk u + ak(spk -L) +Pk& - U) 
=cL+(l-c)U-cka&+Eka,uI, 
+ ak(Spk - L) + Pk& - U) 
+cL+(l-c)U, as k-co, 
and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Proof oj- Theorem 2. If a = O1 a = L, b = U and the conclusion is well 
known. Hence, suppose that a > 0. Let ( pk 1, ( qk 1 be increasing sequences of 
integers such that hm,_, sp, - L, lim k-m sqh = U. For each k, we can find 
integers rk, mk such that arrqPk = a, amkqqk =a. By the regularity of A it 
follows that rk -+ a, mk + a~, x:,+,,, a,,,n + 1 -a. as k -+ 00. For any c > 0. 
positive integers n, , k, can be so found that for 11 > n, , k > k, , s, < U + E, 
T’ a rl,n < 1 - a + E. 
n+pi 
Then for k > k,, 
\‘ a 
T 
r,.ns, = asp, + \‘ a _ rA.n~n + \,: ark.sr, 
n<n, n>n, 
n*p,, nfPr 
< asp, + \‘ - a,&,,,s, + (U + E)( 1 - a + E). 
tl<,,, 
n&PI 
Making k + co, and then F + 0, 
A-lim s, < aL + (1 - a)U. 
Proceeding with (m,], (qkJ in place of {rk], { pkt, we can similarly show that 
A-lim S, > aiJ + (1. - a)L. 
The theorem is thus established. 
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COROLLARY 1. If a > + and A E Q(a), then A cannot limit any bounded 
dityergent sequence. 
ProoJ If A limits (s,,) and U = lim sups,. L = lim inf s,, then by 
Theorem 2. we have 
aU+(I-a)L<aL+(l-a)(/. 
that is, (2a - l)U,< (2a - l)L, and the conclusion immediately follows. 
COROLLARY 2. For each a E [O. i), there e.uist matrices A. B E Q(a) 
which are not b-consistent. 
Proof If (s,,} is any bounded divergent sequence and a E [O. i). we must 
have a # b. The conclusion follows readily from Theorem 1. 
Remark. If we take a = f in Theorem 2. we have a = b = (CJ + L)/2 = A- 
lim s,, and hence any two elements of Q(4) are b-consistent [ 11. However. it 
can be shown that for each a E 1, elements of Q(a) are not necessarily a- 
consistent. This is a consequence of Corollary 2 if a E [O. 4). In general, if 
a E 10. 1), let (t,,,} and (t’,} denote respectively the A- and B-transforms of a 
sequence Is,}. defined by 
tm = as, + (1 + a) szn,, [I,, = os,n + (1 - a) s?,,,+ ,a. 
Then A. B E Q(a). Set s, = 1 and having chosen s,, sz ,.... s?,,,+, let s?,,, = 
@/(a - 1)) s,n, s?,+, = h, + 1. The sequence (s,,} is inductively defined and 
t,,, = 0, t; = 1 - a. so that A and B are not a-consistent. Note that (s,,} is 
unbounded if CA E [i, l), but bounded if o E [O. f). 
If a = 1, we construct below two matrices A. B in Q( 1) which are not a- 
consistent. Let 
a ,I II = 1 = b,,,,. 
a ,,,,!+I =73 2 
b 
1 (-1)“” 
n.n+ I =-i 2 +2 II,,,+ Iii? ’ 
a nk = b,, = 0 otherwise. Let s, = (-1)” 2”(‘zP”“. Then 
2: a,rkSk = (-1)” , 2”‘“- I);? + ~ c-l)‘,+’ pn+,,~2 =o 
2” 
and C bnksk = 1. The assertion follows. 
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In this section some miscellaneous properties of the Q(o) classes are 
derived. 
THEOREM 3. Let Is,,} be any bounded dioergent sequence. For each 
a E IO, i 1, we can find A E Q(a) which does not limit {s,}. but limits a 
bounded dicergent sequence. 
Proof: Suppose that u = 0. Let (sp,} be a nonconvergent subsequence of 
(s,, 1. so chosen that p,, + , - p,, > 2 for each n E N. The matrix A. defined by 
a - 1 and a,, = 0 otherwise, is in Q(0) and does not limit Is,,}, but A “.P” -
sums the divergent sequence (u,} defined by u,,, = 1, rdk = 0 if k # p,,. 
If u E (0, 4 1, choose (s,,~} to be a convergent subsequence of (s,,} and such 
that pI > 1. P,,+, - p,, > 2 for all n E N. The matrix A defined by a,,,, = a, 
a ?J.f,, = I - U. arrk = 0 otherwise, is in Q(U) and (s,,} is not A-limitable. It is 
also easy to construct a bounded divergent sequence {u,} which is A- 
limitable. For example, the sequence defined by uk = 1 if k # p,, and 
11 p,, = (~/(a - 1)) u,. fulfills all requirements. This completes the proof. 
We conclude by considering an application to Norlund matrices 
associated with polynomials. Such a matrix A is defined by 
f,, = POS, f PISn+l + ... +Pks,,-A- PO + PI + ... +pI,= 1, 
and its convergence field has been investigated by Petersen (I 21, and 
references therein). A result of Petersen [2, Theorem 2.3) states that the 
matrix A does not sum any bounded divergent sequence if and only if none 
of the roots of the associated polynomial pozk + p,z’-’ + ... + pk lie on the 
unit circle. If we further suppose that pi > 0 for every i, then A is clearly 
equivalent to an element of n:=, Q( pi). If pi > j for some i, Corollary 1 
yields that A sums no bounded divergent sequence. It is possible, however. to 
prove this result by using Lemma 4 of [ 3 1 ( we are thankful to the referee for 
the argument). In fact. by removing the first i - 1 rows of A and dividing by 
ui. we obtain a matrix B with )I B - I)) = (1 - ~,)/a, < 1 and then by the 
above-mentioned result of [ 3 1, A cannot sum a bounded divergent sequence. 
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